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rev limit, the engine spinning
freely into the red over 5,000rpm,
and power is not only raised to a
potent 136bhp at just over
4,000rpm, it stays above 120bhp
almost all the way to the limit,
whereas the standard engine’s
output falls to 95 by 4,500rpm.
That gives the Superchipped car
a strong edge in overtaking as it
just keeps pulling, and allows
upchanges to take effect higher in
the power band.

The dynamometer is one thing,
the on-road reality another.
However, there was no mistaking
the improvement in performance
the moment the car streaked
away from the Superchips
workshop near Buckingham. The
beefier mid-range torque and
added rev-ability meant an
immediate surge of power from a

standstill – so much so that it
was impossible to resist taking a
0-60mph acceleration time.

Timing the run was not easy,
because dropping the clutch
resulted in an unexpected
amount of wheelspin. Just a
normal getaway, then, neatly
engaging the clutch at just over
1,000rpm, then flooring the
accelerator, shifting up just as
the tacho needle swung into the
red. The magic 60mph showed in
8.6 seconds, a mere tenth slower
than the petrol-engined 150bhp
GTI. The GTI, though revving
freely to well over 6,000rpm, has
a meagre 155 lb ft of mid-range
torque and is easily out-muscled
by the Superchipped TDI.

A Superchips engine
management tweak equates to a
high-performance upgrade, but
sheer speed and acceleration are
not the only goals. Increased
output also means more relaxed
cruising and safer overtaking.

Chip upgrades can enhance the
performance of ordinary and
turbocharged petrol engines, but
the effect on turbodiesels is
usually more impressive because
the huge boost in mid-range
torque usually dramatically
reduces the need to change down
for inclines or in slow traffic. The
Superchips display at the British
Motor Show reflected the value of
a chip upgrade in ordinary family
cars, which, with this easy extra
power, would cope more
comfortably when fully laden, tow
caravans more effectively, run
more smoothly in city traffic and
return better fuel economy – a

consequence of the reduced need
to change down.

A Superchip can be fitted at any
of the company’s dealerships
across the country, the £350 chip
and £50 fitting fee adding up to a
VAT-inclusive £470. 

So confident is the company
that it has the right product that
it is looking for new dealers to
join its network. Whether you are
interested in having a chip fitted
to your car or wish to get into the
high performance revolution in a
more hands-on manner, call
Superchips on 01280 816781, or
check its website at
www.superchips.co.uk
for more information.

Sponsored by Engine Management System Tuning Tel: 01280 816781 or visit www.superchips.co.uk

PPOOWWEERR  PPLLAAYY
The Golf turbodiesel is already a scratch performer, but Bob Cooke has driven an even harder hitter

A
s third gear snicked
home and the silver
Golf arrowed through
the roundabout
trailing a stirring

exhaust growl, it was hard to
believe that anyone could
improve on the car’s performance
simply by plugging in a new
engine management chip. This
110bhp TDI was already capable
of 0-60mph in 10.2 seconds and a
top speed over 120mph, which is
surely as good as anyone can
expect from an oil-burner. Isn’t it?

But the electronics wizards at
Superchips thought otherwise,
even though a run on their
advanced four-wheel-drive
dynamometer revealed what I’d
already suspected – this Golf was
a particularly good one with a
true output of 119bhp and torque
of 192 lb ft – nearly 20 lb ft more
than it should have had. Boosting
that further would be an easy
task, I was told.

It took about half an hour to
complete the job. The Golf’’s
engine management computer is
tucked safely away at the rear of

the engine bay, requiring the
removal of some trim before it
can be opened up to reveal the
chip that programmes the fuel
injection. This chip has to be
removed for replacement by one
containing a fuelling ‘map’ that
increases the amount of diesel
that is injected, resulting in
better performance. It is not just
an across-the-board increase, but
the result of a careful remapping
that also helps to fill in flat spots
and improve progression.

With the new chip in place, it
was back on to the dynamometer
– with startling results. The
upper pair of curves on the
graph, representing the before
and after torque output, say it
all. Think of the left-hand end of
the curves as the elbow, and the
right-hand end, the shoulder. The
lower outline profiles the
straining bicep of the standard
Mr World Golf TDI. The upper
curve outlines the power-packed
bulge of the Superchipped Mr
Universe version. After the chip
implant the torque rises to 
236 lb ft. The chip also lifts the

Data in brief
MODEL

VW Golf TDI

Upgrade cost £470 (inc fitting & VAT)

Max power 136bhp

Max torque 236 lb ft

0-60mph 8.6 secs
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Dynamometer assesses standard output
before engine management is remapped

New chip not only boosts output but
also fills in flat spots in torque curve

An offer you can’t refuse…

We would like to know how a
Superchip upgrade would
improve the performance of a
Rover 25 or 45 2.0 TD, BMW
320d, Fiat Punto 1.9 JTD,
Mercedes-Benz CDI, Nissan
Almera 2.2 TD, Renault 1.9
dTi/dCi, Toyota Avensis D4-D. If
you have one of these cars and
would like to experience the
power upgrade, please send us
your details. First names out of
the hat will get the chip fitted at
no cost to themselves, and the
cars in question will be featured
in the magazine.
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‘The 150bhp GTi, though
revving freely to well
over 6,000rpm, has a
meagre 155 lb ft of 

mid-range torque, and is
easily out-muscled by
the Superchipped TDI’


